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Dear members and friends of the Ruth Cohn Institute for TCI-international,
Our world has gone off the rails.
The war in Ukraine has deeply shaken confidence in a peaceful coexistence in Europe.
Even if many have become somewhat accustomed to it in the meantime, the farreaching consequences keep us on tenterhooks.
The Covid 19 pandemic changed the way we live together. It became clear that health
is a fragile commodity and that respect and tolerance towards those who think differently cannot be taken for granted.
Physical closeness appeared to be a dangerous need and some friendships broke up
because of different views on vaccination.
Prolonged drought and heat in our part of Europe endanger crop yields and deplete
water supplies in the long term. Our climate and the ecology of the earth are out of
balance, largely due to a one-sided understanding of industrial use of resources and
a narrow view of economic growth. These and other global disturbances relentlessly
flush issues to the surface that can no longer be ignored.
According to our understanding of TCI, disruptions are about finding, taking seriously,
and addressing the issues that report in them. This prevents us from continuing as
before. The point is to turn to these newly visible themes and concerns with priority,
to let ourselves be challenged by them and to enter the process with them.
As a rule, this can only be done together (with the group), because usually no one
alone has the right solution. We need each other, the exchange, the conflict, the
solidarity, the struggle for the next step. And we need confidence in the joint process,
without knowing in advance where it will lead us.
This is what we as a TCI community and as individuals could bring to the social
challenges: our understanding and our way of dealing with disturbances (even if this
does not always work, even for us).
From my point of view, this is the serious case of what Ruth Cohn wanted with TCI:
not (just) nice courses, but a better world.

Wolfgang Schneider-Pannewick
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TOPICS
1. 50 years of WILL in Europe, presentation and material by Matthias Scharer
2. Board Meeting in Berlin, 15 – 17 July 2022, RCI international
3. TCI movie "Ein Weg zur Menschlichkeit” (engl. A path to humanity) on the
RCI international website
4. Invitation to the periodic peace meeting, 24 September 2022, ONLINE,
RCI Austria
5. 30th Symposium of the Specialist Group on Supervision,
10-11 September 2022, Neudietendorf (near Erfurt)
6. RBDO Training Day - We can also live differently: Sustainably!
17 September 2022, Berlin-Friedenau
7. Hike in the triangle around Rottenbuch, 1 October 2022, RCI München
8. Hybrid TCI Community of Planetary Citizens, Online-Meeting,
30 September 2022, RCI Lage Landen
9. Web Seminar: Get a Taste of TCI, 5 October 2022, RCI Luxembourg
10. TZI-Punkt: the regional exchange meeting of the RCI Württemberg,
8 October 2022 in Tübingen
11. Hike "TCI on soles", 14 October 2022, RCI Luxembourg
12. iLead Questionnaire®: Mirror for our Art of Leading, workshop by Ivo Callens
at the symposium in Berlin, 22 October 2022.
13. Online reading circle for the TCI journal, 15 November 2022, RCI Luxembourg
14. Future Lab 2023, german and english event, ONLINE
15. E-Book tip "Gruppen leiten ohne Angst” (eng. Leading groups without fear)
by Irene Klein
16. Book tip "Theme-Centred Interaction (TCI) in Conversation"
by Margit Oster-tag and Michael Bayer
17. Congratulations…
18. Call for papers: Issue 2/2023 - Peacemaking in times of war
19. The next issue of the TCI journal 2/2022 will be published in September
20. Upcoming events 2022/2023
21. Call for papers & publication date RCI-NEWs 4/2022

==============================================
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1. 50 years of WILL in Europe, presentation and material by Matthias Scharer
On 27 August 1972, on Ruth Cohn's 60th birthday, WILL Europe be founded in
Küsnacht (Switzerland) in Elisabeth Bollag's house. We took this event, now 50 years
ago, as an opportunity to reflect on our roots on the first day of IGA in May 2022.
Brigitte Mazohl reviewed the time in America and in Europe 50 years ago and recalled
what was going on in politics and society. Matthias Scharer created an appealing
PowerPoint presentation on the beginnings of WILL and the background and intentions
Ruth Cohn had with WILL and TCI from the extensive sources of the estate.
Following this, Wolfgang Schneider-Pannewick read excerpts from texts that the still
living WILL founding members, Helmut Meinshausen and Klaus Vopel, had written for
this occasion, and made available to us.
After these impulses, the participants talked thematically in small groups about the
suggestions from the thoughts presented and continued to think about them. In the
plenary session that followed, it was noted several times that we had landed in the
middle of current, today's questions.
All the texts mentioned and the impulses for the discussion groups are uploaded on
Mydrive. They can be used for discussion groups in the regions and professional
groups. Those responsible in the member associations have access to them and can
make them available to interested persons.
The Board of RCI international
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. RCI international Board Meeting in Berlin
In July (15 - 17.07.2022), the presence meeting of the board took place in Berlin.
Unfortunately, Ute could not be there live for
family reasons. We connected her via zoom in
one afternoon. We reviewed the IMV of May
and planned the next steps resulting from it
and prepared the extraordinary, digital, IMV
in September.
In close proximity to the Wall Memorial, a
symbol of separation and connection, we had
constructive work sessions and a small
educational program.

The board in Berlin, Brigitte Mazohl, left, Wolfgang
Schneider-Pannewick, right back, Klaus-Gerd
Eich, front right

All other board meetings of the year took place and still take place online, as well as
the many individual consultations in between by mail or Zoom.
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3. TCI movie "Ein Weg zur Menschlichkeit” (engl. A path to humanity)
As part of a project in the master’s programme "Applied Educational Sciences" at
the Protestant University of Applied Sciences in Nuremberg, a student together with
a professional filmmaker and a dubbing artist created a ten-minute animated film
about Ruth Cohn and TCI. Ina von Seckendorff, Jai Wanigesinghe and David Steffen
kindly made the film available to the RCI. Many thanks for this!
The german film "Ein Weg zur Menschlichkeit” can be found on our RCI-website and
is welcome to be used and distributed:
https://www.ruth-cohn-institute.org/was-ist-tzi.html
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Invitation to the periodic peace meeting, 24. September 2022, online –
RCI Österreich
Every month on the 24th we commemorate
the invasion of Ukraine and invite you to a
peace meeting under the motto:
"From peace consumption to peace work".
For a long time it seemed self-evident to
live without military force in Europe.
Wasn't peace just there, like a commodity
that could be consumed?
Now we are becoming more aware of the
fragility of "peace". How can we contribute
to work for peace? Or as Ruth Cohn said:
“be - and do - something for peace.”

Credit: Shutterstock

Our meetings are tentatively online, the first was on Thursday, March 24, 2022,
07:30 – 09:00 pm, the second on Sunday, April 24, 2022 and the next will be on
Wednesday, 24. August and on Saturday 24 of September 2022.
Want to participate?
The day of the month and time, as well as the zoom link below, will always remain the
same.
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83259386499?pwd=YUNEQ3FEdlRxbWpvYVN0V096OHZ1
Zz09
For questions please contact: kommunikation@rci.at
Your RCI-Österreich
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5. 30th Symposium of the Specialist Group on Supervision, 10-11 September
2022, Neudietendorf (near Erfurt)
Topic: The changing world - how can we
accept and cope with crises today?
Abstract: The last few years have challenged us as individuals, but also our entire society, and confronted us with major changes. The question of how to deal well with
questions of life and the future occupies many of us personally - and as supervisors
we are often challenged in new ways. How can we develop courage, confidence and
the power to act - for ourselves and in professional counselling settings?
Direction: Dr. phil. Sibilla Marelli-Simon, Basel
Information and registration: https://www.fachgruppe-supervision.de/aktuell.html
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. RBDO Training Day - We can also live differently: Sustainably! 17 September 2022, Berlin-Friedenau
We can do things in other ways: live sustainably! What does that mean for
me and for us as TCI practitioners?
RCI Berlin/ Deutschland-Ost is organizing a seminar on this topic in September.
'The world is our task. It does not meet our expectations. However, if we work for it,
this world will be beautiful. If not, it will be nothing', wrote Ruth Cohn in her response
to Fritz Pearls' Gestaltgebet.
What does this mean for us ourselves? In our private lives, professionally, in our
seminars? We want to explore these questions together.
And we want to do this with a special method: LEGO SERIOUS PLAY®.
LEGO SERIOUS PLAY® enables people to express themselves and their ideas with
LEGO® models, to exchange ideas and to arrive at new ideas and perspectives.
Elements of play, construction and cooperation are essential here, with the aim of
reaching a state of flow (great mental clarity, strong feeling of self-efficacy).
We will try out together whether and how we succeed in this.
We have been able to win our TZI colleague Prof. Dr. Gero Wedemann as an expert
for LEGO SERIOUS PLAY®, who has been using the method for years at the University
of Stralsund.
All RCI members and people interested in TCI are invited.
Date:
Location:
Fee:
Registration:

Saturday 17.09.2022, 11:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
LIFE e.V. | Rheinstraße 45 | 12161 Berlin-Friedenau
50 € (30 € for members of the RCI-BDO)
Gesina Kegel, gesina.kegel@web.de, Tel. 0177 7061103

As the number of LEGO® kits for building and the space are limited, we have to limit
the number of participants to 16.
We look forward to seeing you!
Corinna Heimeshoff, Andrea Simon, Board RCI-BDO
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------–5–
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7. Hike in the triangle around Rottenbuch, 1 October 2022, RCI München
Being on the road is good for you
Because TCI is holistic ...
Because we move a lot in our heads, but
the body often gets a raw deal ...
Because it is good to set out in a group ...
Because completely different conversations
come about ...
Because the landscape in which we live is
beautiful ...
Because the RCI Munich is an active and
varied region ...

These Boots are made for walking

... we cordially invite all members of the
regions Munich and Franconia and all relatives and friends to a hike.

Meeting point and start of the tour: Saturday, 01.10 2022, 01.00 pm
at the monastery church in 82401 Rottenbuch. Parking is possible there (a bus will
take you there from Weilheim or Peiting).
Itinerary: Short visit to the famous monastery church, then hike on the
Pfaffenwinkler Milchweg, stop for refreshments at the Schönegger Käsealm, pure
walking time about 2 hours, family-friendly round tour with wonderful views.
Equipment: Hiking boots and hiking clothes
Direction, information and registration: Dr. Thomas Echtler, Tel. 08867/8116,
dr.echtler@t-online.de; certified hiking guide, TZI instructor.
Registration by 24.09.2022 at the latest
Weather: The hike will take place in almost any weather. If the forecast should be
very bad, information about a possible cancellation can be obtained from Thomas
Echtler the evening before.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. Hybrid TCI Community of Planetary Citizens, Online-Meeting,
30 September 2022, RCI Lage Landen
“Being human doesn’t mean being meaninglessly brought into this world, but
rather finding meaning in the realization of the individual self, that is a part of the
community of all.”
Thanks to and based on the input and feedback of many people in the TCI network
and landscape, the hybrid TCI community of planetary citizens will soon be a reality!
In the international landscape of many different TCI activities, assemblies, and
initiatives, there will soon be a new space to meet each other… The Hybrid TCI
community of Planetary Citizens will be a cross-regional and internationally oriented
community, inspired by Ruth Cohn’s thoughts and aspirations on being a planetary
citizen. Our working language is English, our meetings are both online and live.
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The community aims to focus on inspiring meetups that are dedicated to the meaning
of TCI in personal life, work, and societies, as planetary citizens. The community's
holacratic way of organizing itself will support this topic/content driven focus.
What we envision
What we envision for this Hybrid TCI Community is a vibrant, inclusive community
that people enjoy being a part of. A network where we practice living learning and
share TCI with everyone who also sees TCI as a sustainable and relevant approach to
current and urgent questions in our lives and societies. With hybrid meeting possibilities as a contemporary way to connect, share and inspire (meaning that there is space
for both online meetings and physical gathering). With TCI as the foundation, a warm
welcome for everyone and every method that fits this basis. Ruth Cohn’s call to act
responsibly as a part of the whole, society and world, inspires us. We therefore focus
on being Planetary Citizens and what this means to us in daily life and work.
“Setting up camp and starting our journey!”
Welcome to the first Planetary citizens meetup on September, 30th 2022
Perhaps you have been part of one of the conversations that led to the founding of
this community (we have tried to reach as many people as we could), or perhaps this
is news to you. No matter where you are, we warmly invite you to join us on the 30th
of September for a festive meeting with the theme “Setting up camp and starting our
journey!”
Part of the agenda will be:
●

getting to know each other and this community space

●

announcement of the meet ups by the organizing groups

●

presentation of the online basecamp of our community, it’s possibilities and
functionalities

●

the celebration of this new founded Hybrid TCI community of Planetary citizens!

Place and time
We’ll meet online 02.30–05.00 pm CEST (so 2 hours ahead of UTC).
Want to join us (or know more)? Please send us an E-Mail:
hybridtcicommunity@gmail.com
We hope to meet you there!
Planetary greeting from the Coordination team,
Carolien Vink, Ingeborg Kooger, Thea Beentjes and Linde Sevenhuijsen
(PS. There’s room for more people to join us! We hope and aim to become a more
diverse team in the near future)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------–7–
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9. Web Seminar: Get a Taste of TCI, 5 October 2022 - RCI Luxembourg
Do you know the situation, that you want to explain TCI in a short way to your
friends or colleagues? But then you realize that it is not easy and there is not
enough time to do so?
Therefore, there is the online-offer “Theme centered Interaction – get familiar with
TCI, get oriented and get informed”. Steffi Adam-Bott, Karin Gante and Dorit Keese
reported in the RCI-News No. 2/22.
Within the Web-Seminar we use PPP for short inputs and small groups for personal
exchange, to get in touch with TCI and possibly arise curiosity and the desire for
more.
We started in October 2021 in the region Rheinland-Westfalen with a first trial.
After encouraging feedback we repeated the offer in February 2022. Members of
other regions showed their interest in the format. Now Anke Stephan and Elfriede
Wollmann-Köthe want to offer this opportunity to all members of the region
RCI Luxemburg via Mail … “forwarding explicitly desired”.
The next meeting will take place on 5th of October 2022 from 06:00–08:00 pm.
This time is convenient for Luxemburg, since interested people can be invited to the
next “Regionaltag” in January 2023.
We are looking forward to an active participation. Anke as well as Elfriede are going to
take part as contact persons for RCI.
If you have any questions or are interested, please contact Steffi Adam-Bott
by email: mailto:post@berufundperspektive.de
With kind regards
Dorit Keese for the moderating-team

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. TZI-Punkt: the regional exchange meeting of the RCI Württemberg, 8 October 2022 in Tübingen
"Ukraine, a country unknown to us" – Attempt at an approach with TCI
Saturday 08.10.2022 Tübingen, 09:30 am to 5:30 pm
Ukraine - a country we were not very familiar with until recently. Kiev - Carpathians the Black Sea: what else do we know? Vikings - Russians - Ukrainians: who lives
there? Orthodox - Jews - Muslims: what do Ukrainians believe?
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Ukraine gained independence in 1991, six presidents have ruled since then, 2004 was
the year of the "Orange Revolution", since 2014 there has been war in the east, the
so-called People's Republics of Luhansk and Dometsk have been claimed by Russian
separatists and Crimea has been annexed as an "autonomous republic". Since Russia's
invasion on 24 February 2022, war has been raging.
Our guest and speaker, Dr Olena Menshykova, is a lecturer at the National
Metschnikov University in Odessa and has been living in our region as a refugee since
March. She will introduce us to her country, share her experiences of flight and her
expectations for the near future.
Kind regards from RCI Württemberg
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11. Hike "TCI on soles", 14 October 2022 - RCI Luxembourg

On the 14.10.2022 there will be a hike in
the region of RCI Luxemburg.
Meetingpoint at 3 pm in 54486 Mühlheim/
Mosel: Marktstraße - Parkplatz Bergfried/
Ecke Talweg
Walking time about 2,5h – indeed individually
adaptable, there are some “shortcuts”.
Dinner will be at 06:30 pm at “Hotel zur Post”,
Hauptstraße 65
We are looking forward to an inspiring,
lively, just TCI-like exchange on soles!
Ask for more information:
rci_lux@yahoo.com
Moselwanderung. Fotocredit Detlef Hein

The preparation team:
Anke Stephan, Detlef Hein, Elfriede Wollmann-Köthe, Sabine Dalheimer-Mayer

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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12. iLead Questionnaire®: Mirror for our Art of Leading,
workshop by Ivo Callens at the symposium in Berlin, 22 October 2022
Saturday, October 22th – at the international
symposium in Berlin – Ivo Callens from the
Centre for Generative Leadership will lead a
workshop on Ruth’s legacy in what it takes to
lead ourselves in and through the transitions
and the pandemic transformation – in the breathtaking Globe we experience.
Hereby the iLead Questionaire® will be presented.
This maps your personal & professional self-leadership, from our inner Source, navigating to the
renewal we heavely need. The 132 questions you
answer are about how you focus and handle your
attention on ‘I-WE-IT-GLOBE’, and this more
detailed on the physical, emotional, mental, and
spiritual level. - Nice if you’re there!
iLead Questionnaire®: Mirror for our Art
of Leading, Fotocredit: Ivo Callens

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Online reading circle for the TCI journal, 15 November 2022,
RCI Luxembourg
“Theme-centered interaction. We explore, connect and discuss individual
perspectives on professional impulses"
We would like to use this event to both bring TCI-practitioners in contact with each
other and look at the current (professional) impulses within TCI.
After a short joint „hello (again)“, Lucia Hubig (member of the journals editorial
team and the RCI Luxembourg) will give a brief insight into different aspects and
the development of the TCI journal as well as the current focus topic
“Next ones please ... On the relationship between generations”.
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We then have the opportunity to talk about individual
aspects of the main topic or specific texts. We would
like to encourage you to contribute your own impulses
questions that emerged from reading and make them
available in this format. To do so, it might be helpful to
have read the texts in advance - but it is not required
for participation. Reading an article together may also
be one way of participating.
All of the above is scheduled for
Tuesday, 15. November, 06:30 to 08:15 pm CET
in a digital Zoom-Conference. If after 08:15 pm you
decide to stay for a hot or cold beverage, you are most
welcome to do so.
Online-Reading Circle from the RCI
Luxemburg

You may login via your browser (Chrome, Firefox, Opera):
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88032871321?pwd=Y3ptRmFaeWxkWUxmbituZmEyN3prZz09
Or via Zoom-App:
Meeting-ID:880 3287 1321
Code:183729
If we've piqued your curiosity, we ask that you express your interest in attending
to rci_lux@yahoo.com to help us in our preparations. Irrespective of this, your spontaneous participation is also very welcome.
We also accept specific content-related interests and requests in advance.
For the RCI-Luxembourg,
Lenard Roseland-Geffert
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14. Future Lab 2023, german and english event, ONLINE
“Responsibility is my answer to life - Searching with TCI”
The Future Lab takes place once a year and provides the framework for TCI
graduates and postgraduates to discuss theme-centred interaction in the light of
recent theories and current applications. It is intended to examine the self-evident,
to review fundamentals and to further develop TCI in theory and practice.
In this way, the Future Lab aims to contribute to quality development and assurance
within RCI. The leadership team creates the framework for a collegial exchange, for
joint creative work on topics and a jointly designed living process.
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Instead of guiding questions, we have developed a word cloud on the topic:
“Responsibility is my answer to life”
We want to work with you on these keywords and try out and reflect on different
perspectives.
German / English:
We offer a Future Lab in German on 27 and 28.01.2023
and an English-language Future Lab on 4.3.2023.
Course Leaders
Jochen Spielmann, Pirjo Susanne Schack,
Sigrid Ophoff
Dates
Fr. 27.01.2023, (deutsch)
16:30 – 18:00 und 19:00 – 20:30 Uhr
Sa. 28.01.2023, (deutsch)
09:30 – 13:00 und 14:30 – 18:00 Uhr
Sa. 04.03.2023 (englisch)
09:30 am – 01:00 pm und 02:30 – 06:00 pm
Venue
Online
Participants
Max. 16
Requirement for Participation
Certificate, diploma holders and instructors
Course Fee
Free of charge,
we ask for a donation to RCI International and recommend 100,– Euro.
Registration until 12.1.2023
Information
Pirjo Susanne Schack; pirjo_schack@yahoo.de; Tel.:0049/05423/4101615
Jochen Spielmann; jochen-spielmann.berlin@t-online.de
Sigrid Ophoff; ophoff@web.de
Registration
Per Mail to: jochen-spielmann.berlin@t-online.de

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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15. E-Book tip "Gruppen leiten ohne Angst” (eng. Leading groups without
fear) by Irene Klein
"Gruppen leiten ohne Angst” (Leading Groups
without Fear) by Irene Klein has already been
published by Auer-Verlag in the 18th edition.
It is not a revised edition, but instead the book
on "Introduction to TCI" is now also available
as an e-book.
About the content: Group dynamic processes
can sometimes have unexpected effects. This
handbook, proven in practice, takes away the
fear of working with groups. The volume is a
clearly written introduction to the attitude and
method of theme-centred interaction (TCI).
The book can be ordered, only in german,
directly from the publisher:
https://www.auer-verlag.de/

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. Book tip "Theme-Centred Interaction (TCI) in Conversation" by Margit
Oster-tag and Michael Bayer

In early August, a TCI edited volume by Michael Bayer
and Margit Ostertag was published: Theme-Centered
Interaction (TCI) in Conversation. Helping to shape
society.
https://www.vandenhoeck-ruprecht-verlage.com/
The aim of the volume is to further develop the
scietific anchoring of TCI and to make its socio-critical
dimension visible (more), as the two authors also
recently discussed in a lecture:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4qm9NujLGM

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------– 13 –
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17. Congratulations…
We would like to congratulate all members who had birthdays in July and August!
Special birthday wishes from Dorit Keese for Karin Prölss.
All the best and good health!
Karin Prölss turns eighty in September!!!
Dear Karin, I met you in 1991 at our Diploma Workshop.
Shortly afterwards I moved from „Niedersachsen“ to the Rheinland“ and you encouraged me to work with you on the preparation of the International Exchange Workshop
1995. You were on the board of the „Rheinland-Westfalen“ region at that time and
beyond for many years.
From 1994-1997 we took part the supervision training together and always driving
to Tauberbischofsheim together.
There you also became my friend. You are
an impressive woman: authentic and clear,
courageous and courageous, helpful and
sensitive, appreciative and critical, constant
and reliable. You are a woman who is still
very active - e.g. fond of travelling, interested in art and culture and in people as
well as in everything that happens in the
world.

Happy Birthday, Fotocredit:Pixaby

I have led 5 Basic Trainings and countless courses with you. You accompanied many
TCI teachers on their way to Diploma or Graduation, wrote numerous recommendations and contributed to the dissemination of TCI in other professional fields, such as
the „Pastoral Kolleg“. I was in a joint intervision group with you for over 15 years.
Today you continue this work in a quality circle. You started the TCI regulars' table
in Düsseldorf, and you are still one of our spokespersons for the regional graduates.
Furthermore, you are very persistent when it comes to our association. For example,
you are once again trying to organise a Regional Exchange Workshop in 2023 and are
not letting yourself be put off by any obstacles. Dear Karin, I thank you for all the
various suggestions and the time I was allowed to spend with you, whether in TCI
activities or privately.
Also on behalf of the Ruth Cohn Institute and all graduates, I thank you for your great
commitment. You have worked not only on the regional but also on the International
Board and have always made great efforts to win over colleagues to work on the
International Board. You have been working on our course catalog for years, in the
past on the seminar directory and today on the correction of the respective offers on
the platform. I wish you wonderful years with beautiful moments and happiness,
health and many enriching encounters with other people!
Yours, Dorit Keese
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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18. Call for papers: Issue 2/2023 - Peacemaking in times of war
As we were reflecting on the theme for our
2/2023 issue, Russia had attacked Ukraine
two weeks earlier. This seemed inconceivable.
As perceptive and involved individuals, we
closely follow current events and respond
to them by acting via our emotions, ideas
and values. Ruth Cohn knew it and so do
we today: there are many people who
“look at what is essential with their hearts”
and actively contribute to a “warming
peace” (R. Cohn).
We are interested in concept on how to
Fotocredit: Kathrin Giogoli
work for peace. These can be (societal-)
political or (inter)-religious approaches.
They can be contributions to conflict resolution based on mediation or non-violent
communication or constructive forms of dispute and arguments. They can explore
issues such as how to deal with an increasing militarization of language or
(unchecked) aggressive behavior. Or describe projects which working with persons
concerned by the war in an effort to help them heal.
Please submit your drafts to agnes.christ-fiala@t-online.de by 01.02.2023
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19.The next issue of the TCI journal 2/2022 will be published in September
The next issue of the TCI journal will not appear in mid-August as announced but will
be ready in September. We do not have an exact date at the time of going to press.
Members can already download the individual articles with the known access data on
MyDrive.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20. Upcoming Events 2022
16 September 2022, 03:00 – 07:00 pm
Extraordinary International General Assembly - ONLINE
10 and 11 September 2022, 02:00 pm
30th Symposium of the Professional Group Supervision, Neudietendorf (near Erfurt)
17 September 2022, 11:00 am – 05:30 pm
RBDO Training Day - We can also live differently: Sustainably!, Berlin-Friedenau
30 September 2022, 02:30 – 05:00 pm
Meeting of the hybrid TCI community of planetary citizens – ONLINE
01 October 2022, 01:00 pm
Hike in the triangle around Rottenbuch
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05 October 2022, 06:00 – 08:00 pm
Web-Seminar - get a taste of TCI, get oriented and informed - ONLINE
08 October 2022, 09:00 am – 05:30 pm
TZI-Punkt: the regional exchange meeting of the RCI Württemberg, in Tübingen
14 October 2022, 03:00 pm
Hike "TZI on soles" - Mühlheim an der Mosel
20 - 22 October 2022
Ruth C. Cohn (1912-2010) - Life and work of a courageous woman
International symposium on the opening of her estate in Berlin.
Currently all places are taken!
15 November 2022, 06:30 – 08:15 pm
Reading circle for the TCI journal, ONLINE
27.1.2023, 04:30 – 06:00 and 07:00 – 08:30 pm
Future Lab (german), ONLINE
28.1.2023, 09:30 am – 01:00 pm and 02:30 – 06:00 pm
Future Lab (german), ONLINE
04.3.2023, 09:30 am – 01:00 pm and 02:30 – 06:00 Uhr
Future Lab (english), ONLINE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21. Call For Papers & Release Date RCI-NEWs 4/2022
For the next issue of RCI-NEWs 4/2022 we look forward to receiving your comments,
especially about dates and ev0ents in the member association.
The deadline for contributions is December 7, 2022.
Please note when sending the texts:
•

1,500 characters maximum incl. spaces, Microsoft Word format, font
Verdana 11

•

Write in mother tongue and in English please

•

Images only as jpg files

RCI-NEWs 4/2022 will be published on
December 16, 2022

Thank you
and sunny greetings from Berlin!

Sunny greetings from Berlin. Fotocredit Jasmin Lütz
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